Recycle for your future

WITH RECOVERY SYSTEM
RECYCLE FOR YOUR FUTURE

ÜÇGE's new product serving the Deposit Return System
iECO RECYCLING SYSTEM

I siriusucge.com I

ÜÇGE, each of which consists of leading companies in
their own fields, is one of the biggest suppliers of the
retail and logistics industry in the world, with its 46 years
of experience and innovative vision.

For retail; It realizes a total of 5,000 stores per year for
all sales points from hypermarkets to DIY stores, from
boutiques to pharmacies, from glassware to electronic
markets. It produces shop equipment for the realized
projects and provides after-sales services.
In the field of warehouse racking systems, it develops
and produces specially designed warehouse racking
systems and smart storage (AS/RS) solutions, which
were realized with R&D studies, for the retail, logistics
and industrial sectors.

ÜÇGE which exports to 92 countries, has become one
of the top five companies in store equipment and
shelving systems sector in Europe at the point it has
reached today and it is a company that continues its
activities in Europe's largest integrated facilities, being
the first and only R&D Centre in its field in Turkey,
preferred by national and global brands.
Providing service with 9 companies operating under its
roof, 750 employees in 6 different factories in Bursa,
warehouse and office in Germany, and more than 40
distributors around the world; ÜÇGE is advancing with
the goal of becoming the number one at the
international level.
ÜÇGE, which continues to produce technological
solutions under the roof of Sirius, takes the first step
together with our country as a local manufacturer to end
the waste problem, which is of great importance today.
Smart iECOs, developed with Sirius technologies, have
an infrastructure that can be developed according to the
needs of the industry, as well as being environmentally
friendly and efficient.
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We turn our face
to nature...

We recycle
for our future
The waste problem, which affects the whole world, also brings consumption and environmental
problems. The most difficult substances to decompose in nature; PET, glass, metal (aluminium)
are among the main causes of waste pollution in the world.
With our iECO branded smart products and systems serving to Deposit Return System, which will
be implemented as one of the most important steps taken in the name of recycling in our country,
we make it easy and common to recycle materials that are difficult to decompose in nature.

We turn our face to nature by recycling for our future.

WHY

Deposit
Management System
was needed?

- Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

- High Recycle Rate

- Clean Packaging

- Reducing Dependence on Imported Packaging

- Clean Raw Material

- Contribution to the Circular Economy

HOW
MUCH

packaging is being
released in our
country?

9,2 /Billion
Pieces Pet

9 /Billion
Pieces Glass

4,2 /Billion
Piece Metal (Alüminium)

iECO
PRODUCT RANGE
iECO i30

iECO i10C

iECO

i30

i10C

Type

Deposit Return Centre

Deposit Return Centre

Content

Plastic, Metal (Aluminium), Glass

Glass

Working Speed

40 Bottles/Min.

50 Bottles/Min.

Capacity*

750 Plastics- 2500 Metal (Aluminium)- 100+ Glass/Piece

100 Glass/Piece

Barcode

360 Degree

360 Degree

Weight Sensor

Exists

Exists

Visual Sensation

Exists

Exists

Power Consumption

550 W

180 W

Screen

7”/10” LCD

7”/10” LCD

Dimensions

1800x1900x1200 mm

1800x1300x700 mm

Paper/Digital Voucher/E-Wallet

Exists

Exists

* It is determined by considering the weight that one person can lift. Machine capacity can be increased upon request.
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iECO products are available at Retail Outlets,
Public Return Centres and Verification Facilities.

iECO i30E

iECO i100

i30E

i100

Deposit Return Centre

Public Return Centre and Verification Facility

Plastic, Metal (Aluminium), Glass

Plastic, Metal (Aluminium), Glass

50 Bottles/Min.

120 Bottles/Min.

1200 Plastics- 1800 Metal (Aluminium)- 1200 Glass/Piece

Facility Capacity

Single Reader

360 Degree

Optional

-

Optional

Exists

180 W

920 W

7”/10” LCD

Screen Selection According to Project

1800x1000x900 mm

Depends on Project

Exists

Exists

iECO

General
Working Principle

Deposit Products Are
Put Into The Machine

Simultaneous
Barcode Read

System Inclusion and
Eligibility Checked

Recycling Process
Completed

Deposit Fee Refunded
to Paper / Digital
Voucher or E-Wallet

Delivered to
the Collecting Box
with or without Crushing

iECO

Prominent
System Features

- Next generation IoT product
- Layered security architecture
- Remote update feature
- Flexible structure that can be integrated into special applications
- Machine equipped with Artificial Intelligence technology
- Design according to cloud architecture
- Ability to read barcode and QR code by scanning 360°
- Having IR cameras that will also read infrared wavelengths
- Packing deformation value assignment feature
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iECO

Prominent
System Features

- Determining the packaging material type
- Recording the characteristics of the returned packages
- Fraud protection
- User panel convenience and instant traceability
- Reporting data (occupancy, location, fault codes etc.)
- Ability to restart without physical intervention in critical error situations
- Compliance with the country's humidity and temperature values
- Plug and play system

iECO

General
Usage Areas

Shopping Malls

Markets / Supermarkets

Hotels

Cafes / Restaurants

Schools

Factories

Social Areas

The products and brands in this catalogue are patented products and registered trademarks of ÜÇGE. All rights belong to ÜÇGE AS.
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